Book Reviews in Primo

A short presentation by:
Jason Thompson
Library Applications Development and Support Manager
Book reviews are an important resource

but....

.....who knows about them?
Current path to Book Reviews via Primo
Our plan....

- Q4 2013: Build proof of concept using EBSCOHost Book Reviews
- Q1 2014: Install on Primo Test server
- Q1 2014: Refine solution
- Q2 2014: Consider implementing on Primo production server/adapt for Primo Central
Why use the EBSCOHost API for proof of concept?

- Familiar with the API
- Lessons learned directly applicable to other sources e.g. Primo Central
- Start with one data source
So what might this look like?

Lights, camera, action....
.....click on new tab in Primo
Click on a book review
......Click on the little green button
... three clicks and voila!
Constraints of current prototype

• New Tab always displays
• Only aggregating Book reviews from one source
• Still some teething issues with the JavaScript
Tech corner

**EBSCO Search syntax:**

Any Questions?
Thank you!